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Perched on the precipice of another federal government shutdown, Congress struggles with its most 
basic functions because of anther political partisan hostage situation precipitated by a small faction inside 
the House Republican caucus (Bade, September 21, 2023; Tully-McManus and Cancryn, September 20, 
2023; Ferris and Beavers, September 20, 2023; Berg, September 20, 2023; Klahr, September 19, 2023; 
on faction, see e.g.: Hamilton, The Federalist No. 9; Madison, The Federalist No. 10; farmdoc daily, 
November 11, 2022). Not surprisingly, the potential for reauthorizing a farm bill by September 30th fades 
quickly in the ruckus; December has become the new deadline (Abbott, September 19, 2023; Douglas, 
September 19, 2023). Alas, analysis continues unabated; this week’s installment on the farm bill reviews 
the Conservation Reserve Program and builds upon previous work (farmdoc daily, March 24, 2022; May 
4, 2017).  

Background 

This article continues the series exploring the major mandatory titles, policies, and programs in the Farm 
Bill, as well as providing updates on development of the Policy Design Lab, a web-based resource in 
which to explore and analyze policies (see, farmdoc daily, April 13, 2023; May 11, 2023; June 8, 2023; 
August 24, 2023; September 7, 2023). The goal of the Policy Design Lab is to incorporate and apply 
research, publicly available data, and computational resources for analysis and visualization of federal 
agricultural policies, guided by statutory provisions or legislative options to produce comparative analysis. 
For each of the major mandatory farm bill programs, the starting point is visualizing the status quo with 
maps and charts of the distribution of benefits and payments by state.  

In historical context, it would be difficult to overstate the place of the Conservation Reserve Program 
(CRP) in American farm policy. The modern CRP was enacted as a key part of the landmark Food 
Security Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-198). The policy of renting acres out of production because those acres are 
highly erodible or otherwise of concern from a natural resource perspective dates to the Dust Bowl of the 
1930s when Congress enacted the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936 (P.L. 74-461). 
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The first version of the conservation reserve, however, was included as part of the Soil Bank in the 
Agricultural Act of 1956 (P.L. 84-540); proposed by President Dwight Eisenhower, success required his 
veto of the first version of the farm bill to overcome resistance in Congress (farmdoc daily, January 9, 
2020; January 24, 2020; February 20, 2020). Congress permitted the 1956 version of the conservation 
reserve to expire in 1960. Twin farm crises in the 1980s—an economic crisis and a crisis of soil erosion—
provided the catalyst for Congress to recreate the policy in the modern CRP in addition to creating 
conservation compliance. As political achievement, conservation compliance and CRP earned their 
monumental status: with farmers struggling in an economic crisis second only to the Great Depression, 
there was almost no opposition to conditioning farm program payments and crop insurance on 
compliance with highly erodible lands and wetlands requirements; the persistent budget cutting pressures 
from the Reagan Administration did not prevent Congress from adding CRP to the Farm Bill with an 
enrollment cap at 45 million acres, double the current acreage cap.    

Discussion 

Seemingly self-evident, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is a land-based or acreage-based 
conservation program. Landowners offer to enroll whole fields or portions of fields. The acres accepted 
are taken out of production and placed into conserving cover (e.g., grasses and/or trees). The policy is 
designed around these acres of eligible lands that will be switched from production to conservation. In 
return, the landowner receives an annual rental payment for those acres placed under conservation. CRP 
is a land or acreage reserve, compared to a policy like the Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(EQIP), which pays a portion of the estimated cost to implement specific conservation practices. Figures 
1a and 1b present excerpts from the statutory compilation of CRP from the Senate Committee on 
Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, highlighting the lands eligible for enrollment (Senate ANF, 
Compilations: Food Security Act of 1985, Title XII). These excerpts emphasize not just the types of land 
eligible for enrollment, but also the policy and conservation goals: highly erodible cropland; marginal 
pasture land; grasslands; such lands upon which conservation will improve water quality; and 
environmentally sensitive cropland that will contribute to water, soil or air quality degradation if it remains 
in production or poses some threat to soil, water, and air quality (16 U.S.C. §3831). 
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The 2018 Farm Bill increased the CRP acreage cap from 24 million acres in fiscal year (FY) 2019 to the 
current cap of 27 million acres (FY2023) (P.L. 115-334). Figure 2 highlights the acreage enrollment limit 
as currently authorized, as well as the state enrollment allocations. The acreage enrollment cap also 
differentiates CRP from EQIP and the Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP) which operate under 
fixed funding caps. The acreage cap allows USDA to enroll acres that qualify for the program at rental 
rates at least relatively relevant to local cash rents. 

 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/2/text
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Figure 3 contains the interactive map and additional data visualizations produced by the Policy Design 
Lab project (https://policydesignlab.ncsa.illinois.edu/crp). Total CRP rental payments or benefits from 
FY2018 to FY2022 are presented by State. Users can also select among the three sub-programs of CRP: 
general sign-up, the traditional whole field enrollment; total continuous sign-up, partial field enrollments; 
and grasslands. The total continuous sub-program has three categories as well: Conservation Reserve 
Enhancement Program (CREP), which operates through agreements with states or other entities (16 
U.S.C. §3831a); continuous non-CREP; and farmable wetlands (16 U.S.C. §3831b). Below the map is 
further information including the total CRP payments in these fiscal years ($8.95 billion), and that nearly 
37% of the payments are for the general enrollment acres, 61% for continuous enrollment, and just over 1% 
in grasslands. Below the graphic is an interactive table presenting the data for CRP, including number of 
contracts, farms, and Acres as of September 2022. 

Figure 3. Total CRP Benefits from 2018-2022 

 

As discussed previously, CRP has evolved significantly from its original design as a whole-field reserve 
program as continuous and grasslands enrollments have grown (farmdoc daily, July 10, 2023; February 
17, 2022). These changes have important implications, permitting the program to grow and adapt to 
changing circumstances in the farm economy, as well as adjusting to changing policy priorities and goals. 
Continuous enrollments, as well as farmable wetlands, allow CRP to operate more as a working lands 
conservation program because those acres not enrolled remain in production and the CRP acres help 
preserve soils, water, and other natural resources. Similarly, grasslands enrolled acres permit grazing. In 
addition, Congress has experimented with different design features through pilot programs (16 U.S.C. 
§3831c). The pilot programs demonstrate the potential flexibility and fundamental adjustability of the 
program: one provides for 30-year enrollments; another provides for shorter term enrollments (3, 4, or 5 
years) to improve soil health. The basic design—providing annual rental payments in return for adapting 
conservation practices on the land—allows for this flexibility and adjustability. 

The subprogram designs also allow CRP to maintain an important presence throughout the country and 
within the most productive regions or States. For example, the top two states in terms of total CRP 
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benefits are Iowa ($1.9 billion; 21.7% of the national total) and Illinois ($841 million; 9.4% of the national 
total) are not the largest in terms of total acres enrolled (Texas, 13 million acres and Kansas, 9 million 
acres). Clicking through the table, both Iowa and Illinois receive over 80% of their total CRP benefits from 
continuous enrollments, while Texas receives 86% of its total benefits through general enrollments and 
Kanas receives 75% of its total benefits from general enrollments. 

Concluding Thoughts 

Approaching its 40th birthday, the Conservation Reserve Program remains the largest conservation 
program in Title II of the Farm Bill. The Congressional Budget Office projects over $25 billion in total 
outlays for CRP in the ten-year (FY 2024-2033) baseline. CRP was first authorized in the landmark Food 
Security Act of 1985, but the policy was rooted in the acreage policies of the Dust Bowl era and the Soil 
Bank of 1956. The modern CRP has built upon those traditional conservation policies, evolving and 
expanding to include partial field enrollments that compliment working lands and protect soil, water, or 
other natural resources in conjunction with farming. Congress has also experimented with new designs 
and policy goals through pilot programs. 

Reviewing CRP demonstrates further how the words of the statute put policies into action. The design of 
a program determines the operation of policies and the distribution of benefits. For CRP, acres are at the 
core of the policy. Congress establishes a fixed level of acres that USDA is permitted to enroll and 
provides multiple pathways for landowners to offer acres for enrollment. With general sign-up, whole 
fields that are considered environmentally sensitive or of concern can be placed under conservation for 
10 or 15 years. With continuous sign-up, landowners have multiple options to enroll a portion of the acres 
in a field and combine natural resource conservation with farm production. As the 2023 federal fiscal year 
closes out, USDA’s Farm Service Agency (FSA), which operates CRP, recently reported a total of 
22,987,863 acres on 395,868 farms enrolled in the program (USDA-FSA, CRP Contract Summary and 
Statistics, July 2023). These are acres that will spend at least 10 years under conservation cover and 
practices, protecting and rehabilitating the soil as well as waterways and other natural resources—a 
substantial commitment by American society to conserve that which helps sustain the production from 
which we nourish ourselves. 
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